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SUMMARY

Two thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) test facilities were designed and developed, one to test tungsten fiber reinforced metal matrix composite specimens at temperatures up to 1430 °C (2600 °F) and another to test composite/metal attachment bond joints at temperatures up to 760 °C (1400 °F). The TMF facility designed for testing tungsten fiber reinforced metal matrix composites permits test specimen temperature excursions from room temperature to 1430 °C (2600 °F) with controlled heating and loading rates. A strain-measuring device measures the strain in the test section of the specimen during each heating and cooling cycle with superimposed loads. Data is collected and recorded by a computer. The second facility was designed to test composite/metal attachment bond joints and to permit heating to a maximum temperature of 760 °C (1400 °F) within 10 min and cooling to 150 °C (300 °F) within 3 min. A computer controls specimen temperature and load cycling.

INTRODUCTION

Tungsten fiber reinforced superalloy matrix composites have demonstrated a potential for use as high temperature structural materials, reference 1. The use of these materials for turbine applications often depends on their ability to withstand cyclic loading. Studies have been performed on the mechanical and thermal fatigue of fiber reinforced metal matrix composites (refs. 1 to 9). However combined effects of thermal and mechanical fatigue have not been fully investigated. Thermal-mechanical fatigue, however, is one of the primary failure modes considered in the design analysis of high temperature components, and thermal-mechanical failure data for these materials have not been obtained. In the testing of these materials it is desirable to simulate, as closely as possible, the pertinent environmental conditions the structure will experience in service.

The efficient joining of metal matrix composite components to supporting structures is of major concern facing users of these materials. It is essential that the fatigue behavior of bonded joints between composite material components be understood in order to have available design principles and rationale to take advantage of the desirable characteristics of composite materials. It is necessary to develop high efficiency joints so that load will be transferred efficiently from the composite to the supporting structure. To date few experimental studies of composite/metal attachment bond joints have been conducted under cyclic loading and no cumulative damage theories have evolved. Data must be generated that will permit designers to develop allowables for joints between advanced composites and metals. The need to evaluate the thermal-mechanical fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced metal matrix composites and composite/metal joint attachments and to simulate as closely as
possible the pertinent conditions the material will experience in service, stimulated the design and development of fatigue test apparatus for this purpose.

The purpose of this paper is to describe two thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) test facilities which were designed and developed at NASA Lewis. One TMF apparatus was designed to test fiber reinforced metal matrix composite specimens and another was designed to test composite/metal attachment bond joints. Test procedures and typical results obtained on tungsten fiber reinforced superalloys and composite attach bond joints are also described in this paper.

APPARATUS FOR THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE TESTING OF COMPOSITE SPECIMENS

Design Considerations

A thermal-mechanical fatigue test facility was required in which tests could be conducted that would simulate the pertinent loading and environmental conditions that a metal matrix composite component might be exposed to during service. Consideration was given to the following factors in the design capability of the test facility:

1. Testing in either an air or inert atmosphere.
2. Specimen test temperature excursions from room temperature to 1430 °C (2600 °F).
3. Heating rates on the order of 22 °C (40 °F)/sec.
4. Varying the load on the test specimens during each heating and cooling cycle from a zero load condition to a maximum load of 2270 kg (5000 lb).
5. Varying the loading rates on the specimen from 1 kg (2 lb)/sec to 18 kg (40 lb)/sec.
6. Measuring strain occurring in the specimen test section during loading and each heating and cooling cycle.

Component layout

A photograph of the test apparatus is shown in figure 1. The apparatus consists of a commercially available high load capacity (9100 kg (20 000 lb)) frame with a 20 to 1 lever arm system to impose loads onto test specimens. Loads are applied to the lever arm through a chain connected to a variable speed motor. The load applied by the motor is measured by use of a strain gauge attached to a metal bar in line with the test specimen as shown in figure 1. An electrical signal is sent from the load strain gauge to a control device having upper and lower adjustable limits to control the minimum and maximum loads applied to the test specimen. The load on the test specimen can be varied from 0 to 2270 kg (5000 lb) and loading rates can also be varied from 1 kg (2 lb)/sec to 18 kg (40 lb)/sec. Specimens can be tested either in air or in an inert atmosphere.
The specimens which were tested consisted of hollow tubes with threaded ends that were screwed into grip fixtures. The diameter of the tubes was approximately 1.7 cm (0.67 in.) with a wall thickness of 0.14 cm (0.55 in.). Specimens are heated to the desired temperature by direct resistance heating using a current transformer which is capable of generating approximately 1000 A at 5 V. Large copper cables are connected to both ends of the test specimen using water cooled copper connectors to carry the high currents required to heat the specimen. The water cooled copper connectors served the dual purpose of maintaining a good electrical contact and cooling the ends of the specimen. The bottom grip fixture pull rod connected to the lower portion of the load frame is insulated to insure that all the current passes through the specimen. The total power used to heat the specimen is controlled by adjusting a variable resistor. An adjustable temperature controller enables the upper temperature to be maintained for up to 60 min. Specimen test temperature excursions from room temperature to 1430 °C (2600 °F) can be obtained as well as rapid heating rates, on the order of 22 °C (40 °F)/sec.

Test Procedure

The test specimen is installed in grip fixtures which are attached to pull rods. The minimum and the maximum loads applied to the specimen are selected and set on the load control device. The rates at which the motor will apply the load is also set. In normal operation the specimen is loaded and heated at the same time with the specimen being cycled from zero to full load in 30 sec. During the load operation the specimen is heated to the desired temperature by direct resistance heating. The total power used to heat the specimen is controlled by adjusting a variable resistor. The proper variable resistor adjustment is selected by determining the time required to heat the specimen to the desired temperature. Normal procedure was to adjust the power settings to produce a 3°C sec specimen heating time. The specimen cooling rate is not controlled. The power is shut-off and the specimen is allowed to cool. An adjustable temperature controller having an upper and lower limit is used to establish the specimen temperature limits for the heating excursion. Normal procedure was to cycle the specimen temperature between 425 °C (800 °F) and 1090 °C (2000 °F). The upper temperature limit was maintained, if desired, by using the upper limit switch to transfer the electrical power signal to another circuit having a lower power setting. The switch in power level causes the specimen to slowly cool. The second electrical circuit is designed to allow a small specimen temperature drop of approximately 10 °C (20 °F) before the main power is returned to the specimen. This procedure allows a fast heating rate without an accompanying temperature overshoot. The temperature of the specimen is maintained at the upper temperature limit setting by allowing the power to fluctuate and the temperature to vary within the 10 °C (20 °F) range. A timing device is connected to the upper temperature limit switch of the temperature controller which enables the upper temperature to be maintained for intervals up to 60 min. In normal operation the high temperature hold times were 2 to 5 min.

Several methods were evaluated to measure the temperature. Attempts to measure the temperature of the specimen with a thermocouple attached to the hot section of the specimen failed. Thermocouples spot welded to the hot section of the specimen were damaged by diffusion of the thermocouple material into the surface of the test specimen. Oxidation at the spot weld was another problem encountered during testing. After a number of thermal cycles the thermocouple weld would fatigue, resulting in the loss of a sufficient bond between the weld
and specimen to produce accurate temperature readings. This situation caused the temperature to overshoot. Tying the thermocouple onto the specimen also was not successful since the thermocouple junction could not be kept securely fastened to the surface of the specimen. This resulted in a large error of up to 100 °C. An attempt was made to correct this error by insulating the area around the thermocouple with alumina wool. The insulation caused the surface of the specimen to oxidize under the insulation which resulted in premature specimen failure.

A procedure was developed to accurately measure specimen temperatures which involved the use of an optical pyrometer in conjunction with thermocouples. It was found that a thermocouple could be successfully spot welded onto a specimen if the maximum temperature of the spot weld did not exceed 850 °C (1560 °F) during the test. Since the test specimen has water cooled cooper electrical contacts, the resistance heating of the specimen produces a temperature gradient from 100 °C (210 °F) at the grip section to 1100 °C (2010 °F) in the 1.75 cm (0.7 in.) test section. Successful tests were run by spot welding thermocouples onto the cooler areas of a specimen as shown in figure 2 and reading the test section temperature with an optical pyrometer. The differences in the optical pyrometer and the thermocouple readings were accurately determined by using two thermocouples on a standard specimen, one spot welded to the cool region and one spot welded to the hottest section of the specimen. The temperature difference of the optical pyrometer reading and the spot welded thermocouple reading for the hottest section was compared to the reading of the thermocouple spot welded to the cooler section of the specimen. This technique allowed the control thermocouples to be spot welded to a cool section of the specimen which resulted in long thermocouple junction lives. The optical pyrometer was used to establish the relationship between the test section temperature and the cooler control thermocouple temperature. The control thermocouple limits were set to the proper values to produce the desired temperature limits on the specimen test section. The optical pyrometer was used to measure the temperature of the specimen test section during the hold time. Small adjustments were made to the control thermocouple setting to maintain the proper test section temperature. The axial strain in the specimen was measured during the complete thermal cycle using the strain measuring device shown in figure 2. The strain measuring device consists of a scissor mechanisms with the pivot point located in the center of the scissor arms. The tips of the device consist of ceramic points which contact the specimen surface. The ceramic tips prevent the conduction of electricity and heat to the metal arms of the device. A linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) capable of producing an electrical signal that has a known relationship with distance is located on the opposite end of the metal arms. A signal is sent from the displacement device to a computer and a digital display. A simple system was developed to calibrate the strain measuring device. A displacement standard was produced by drilling several sets of small holes into a flat metal plate. The distance between holes was within the range of the desired specimen gauge length. The distance between the holes was accurately measured and recorded. The tapered ceramic tips of the measuring device were inserted into the holes and the corresponding voltages produced by the displacement device were recorded. This information was used to produce a plot of distance versus voltage and the equation of the displacement curve was determined by the computer. Subsequent displacement voltages were converted to axial strain.
The strain measuring device was used in the following manner. The ceramic tips were positioned on the specimen test section at a distance apart from one another of approximately 1.75 cm (0.7 in.) prior to starting the test. The voltage output was recorded which accurately determined the exact distance between the tips. The test cycle was started and the voltage variations produced by the straining of the test specimen could be recorded manually at the high and low temperature limits of the cycle and later converted to distances. A computer was installed in the test facility to be used as a high speed recorder. The computer was programmed to record the variation in load, temperature and displacement in real time. The software for the computer was developed to allow the data to be printed in a graphical form if a significant change in displacement had occurred. This system produced a periodic recording of data plus a recording of all of the data for cycles that produced a significant change in displacement.

Test Results

A typical plot of temperature, load and displacement for a tungsten fiber reinforced superalloy matrix composite cycled between 425 °C (800 °F) and 1090 °C (2000 °F) under a load of 70 MPa (10 000 psi) is shown in figure 3. The plot displays the load, temperature and strain that occurred in the specimen test section as a result of one loading and heating cycle.

At the end of a specified number of cycles the data was graphically displayed. This type of data representation displays the maximum temperature and load along with the change in specimen strain as a function of the number of heating and cooling cycles. A typical plot of a complete test is shown in figure 4.

APPARATUS FOR THERMAL-MECHANICAL FATIGUE TESTING OF COMPOSITE/ATTACHMENT BOND JOINTS

Design Considerations

A thermal-mechanical fatigue test facility was required in which tests could be conducted that would simulate the pertinent loading and environmental conditions that a metal matrix composite/attachment bond joint might be exposed to during service. Consideration was given to several factors in the design of the test facility. The test facility was designed to be capable of the following:

1. Testing in either an air or inert atmosphere.

2. Specimen test temperature excursions from room temperature to 760 °C (1400 °F).

3. Heating composite/metal attachment bond joint specimens from room temperature to 760 °C (1400 °F) in 10 min and cooling to 150 °C (300 °F) in 3 min.

4. Varying the load on the test specimens during each heating and cooling cycle from a zero load condition to a maximum load of 2270 kg (5000 lb).
Component Layout

The essential features of the test apparatus are shown in figure 5. The apparatus consists of a commercially available high load capacity (9100 kg (20 000 lb)) frame with a 10 to 1 lever arm system to impose loads onto test specimens. Loads are applied to specimens by a series of large metal plates that are connected to the lever arm which is connected to a specimen load chain. A mechanically driven load elevator is positioned below the weights and is used to apply and remove the load. The elastic deformation of the mechanical linkage allows the load to be applied in a gradual manner. A computer installed in the test facility was programmed to control the mechanically driven load elevator so that the maximum load is applied at the start of the heating cycle and removed at the start of the cooling cycle. Test specimens can either be tested in air or in an inert atmosphere.

A platinum wound resistance furnace is used to heat specimens to 760 °C (1400 °F) within 10 min. The heating rate and temperature limits the specimen is exposed to is controlled by a computer programmed to control the power input to the furnace. Nitrogen gas is blown onto the surface of the specimen to rapidly cool the specimen to the minimum temperature selected. The computer is programmed to activate a solinoid switch which allows the nitrogen gas to be released onto the specimen. Specimens can be cooled from 760 °C (1400 °F) to 150 °C (300 °F) within 3 min.

Conventional resistance furnaces were not available in which test specimens mounted in grip fixtures could be heated and cooled at the required rate, or that could withstand the heating and cooling cycle without the furnace components fatiguing after a very few cycles. A furnace was designed that in some respects resembled a toaster as shown in figures 6(a and b). A furnace shell was made that consisted of thin ceramic plates that surrounded the specimen. Small ceramic pins were located in the top and bottom of the plates. A small diameter coil of platinum was fabricated and wound vertically between the ceramic pins to create a series of closely spaced heating coils. The furnace was constructed so that the heating coils were positioned close to the grip fixture surface to allow maximum heat flux to the grip and test specimen. This type of furnace design allowed specimens to be heated at the required heating rate and cooling rate since there was less furnace mass to heat and cool.

Test Procedure

Test specimen configurations were designed to simulate a potential component application for metal matrix composites namely that of a turbine blade. Figure 7 illustrates a probable construction for a metal matrix composite blade. The composite airfoil would be bonded to a root block which in turn would be installed in an engine disk. The airfoil must be securely bonded to the root block such that centrifugally induced loads and thermal loads do not cause failure at the composite/metal attachment bond joint interface. One design consisted of a composite panel containing fibers oriented parallel to the load axis of the specimen and bonded onto a metal root block attachment also parallel to the load axis as shown in figure 8. Another design consisted of a composite panel in which the fibers were flared out at an angle to the load axis of the specimen and bonded to a metal attachment at an angle to the load axis as shown in figure 9. Specimen grip fixtures were designed to match the contour of the two specimen designs. The grip fixtures were fabricated
from a strong nickel base alloy, Udimet 700, and had internal passages machined in them to allow an inert cooling gas to be passed through the mass of the grip to permit high specimen cooling rates. The specimens were installed in the grip fixtures as shown in figure 10.

Specimen test temperature were determined using chromel-alumel thermocouples which were inserted into two holes machined in the grip fixtures. This test temperature measuring procedure was used to eliminate the need to machine holes in test specimens to measure internal temperatures. A dummy test specimen was machined to allow thermocouples to be inserted into holes extending into the midsection of the test specimen so that the internal temperature could be measured. The relationship between the grip thermocouple readings and the dummy test specimen reading was determined when the specimen was at the selected test temperature. The grip thermocouples were subsequently used as the controlling thermocouples for the temperature excursions used in these tests.

A predetermined load was then placed on the load elevator and the chamber closed and double purged with an inert gas and then evacuated with a large mechanical vacuum pump. Test conditions parameters were then inputted into a computer program to control the test facility. Desired load, power to the furnace and duration or number of cycles required for the test were inputted into the computer. The computer then turned on the power supply to the furnace. The power supply was previously set at an amperage selected to allow the fastest specimen heating rate without overheating and failure the furnace coil. Load was then gradually applied to the specimen during the heating cycle through a computer command to the elevator motor which lowered the elevator stand. The test specimen temperature reached 760 °C (1400 °F) within 10 min after the start of heating. At this time the computer sent a command to a power shut-off switch and load elevator which turned off the furnace, removed the load from the specimen, and also activated a solinoid switch. The solinoid switch allowed cool nitrogen gas to be forced through cooling passages machined in the grip fixtures and also to be exhausted onto the composite specimen just above the point where the composite panel was bounded to the root attachment. The grip fixture and test specimen was cooled to 150 °C (300 °F) within 3 min. After the test specimen temperature reached 150 °C (300 °F) the computer gave the necessary command to repeat the cycle until the number of cycles initially inputted was attained. The test specimen was then removed from the grip fixtures and examined for debonding or shearing at the joint interface.

Test Results

Typical types of test specimen failures obtained using the specimen design described previously and the thermal mechanical test facility are shown in figures 11 to 14. The test specimen shown in figure 11 failed at the bond between the composite panel and root block attachment. The disbond originated at the section of the test specimen exposed to an exhaust of cool nitrogen gas. The test was stopped before complete disbonding occurred at the bond joint interface.

Figure 12 shows another type failure which can occur during thermal mechanical fatigue namely, delamination of the composite panel. The method of loading the test specimen introduces a separation force perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the composite panel caused by a bending movement. The
separation force was sufficient to cause delamination of the panel. The bond joint between the panel and the root block remained intact. Figures 13 and 14 show a third type of failure observed due to thermal mechanical fatigue. In both cases the composite panel completely fractured while the bond joint between the panel and the root block attachment remained intact.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The need to evaluate the thermal-mechanical fatigue behavior of fiber reinforced metal matrix composites and joint attachments and to simulate as closely as possible the pertinent conditions the material will experience in service stimulated the design and development of fatigue test apparatus for this purpose.

Two thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) test facilities were designed and developed. One TMF apparatus was used to test tungsten fiber reinforced super-alloy matrix composite specimens and another was used to test composite/metal attachment bond joints.

Both test apparatus are designed to produce a thermal cycle that coincides with an increasing load. Where possible, the strain of the specimen was measured. All data was collected by a computer and represented graphically if possible. In both apparatus maximum flexibility was maintained to allow a wide variety of test conditions. Reproducible test conditions were also maintained.
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Figure 11. - Typical composite/attached bond joint thermal-mechanical fatigue failure.

Figure 12. - Typical composite panel delamination due to thermal-mechanical fatigue.
Figure 13. - Typical combination panel and delamination failure due to thermal mechanical fatigue.

Figure 14. - Typical panel failure due to thermal-mechanical fatigue.
Two thermal-mechanical fatigue (TMF) test facilities were designed and developed, one to test tungsten fiber reinforced metal matrix composite specimens at temperature up to 1430 °C (2600 °F) and another to test composite/metal attachment bond joints at temperatures up to 760 °C (1400 °F). The TMF facility designed for testing tungsten fiber reinforced metal matrix composites permits test specimen temperature excursions from room temperature to 1430 °C (2600 °F) with controlled heating and loading rates. A strain-measuring device measures the strain in the test section of the specimen during each heating and cooling cycle with superimposed loads. Data is collected and recorded by a computer. The second facility was designed to test composite/metal attachment bond joints and to permit heating to a maximum temperature of 760 °C (1400 °F) within 10 min and cooling to 150 °C (300 °F) within 3 min. A computer controls specimen temperature and load cycling.